majority of us really are. Assuming we accept the results, what
can we do about it? By S H A N K A R V E D A N T A

AT 4 O'CLOCK ON A RE<: E N T WEUN ESDAY At.7'1-I<NOON, a jq-year-old white woman sat down in h
Washington office to rake a psychological rest. Her office decor attested to her passion for civil rights-as a s
nior activist at a national gay rights organization, and as a lesbian herself, fighting bias and discrimination
what gets her out of bed every morning. A rainbow flag rested in a mug on her desk.
The woman brought up a test on her computer from a Haward University Web site. It was really very sim
ple: All it asked her to do was distinguish between a series of black and whire fiaces. When she saw a black fa
she was to hit a key on rhe left. when she saw a whire face she was co hit a key on the right. Next, she was ask
to distinguish between 3 series of positive and negative words. Words such as "glorious" and "wonderful" r
quired a left key, words such as "nasty" and "awful" required a right key. The test re~mainedsimple when tw
categories were combined: The activist hit the lek key if she saw either a white face or a positive word, and h
the right key if she saw either a black face or a negative word.
Then the groupings were reversed. T h e woman's index fingers hovered over her keyboard. The test no
required her to group black faces wirh positive words, and whire faces wirh negative words. She leaned fo
ward intently. She made no mistakes, bur it rook her longer to correctly sort the words and imagcs.
Her result appeared on the screen, and the activist became very silent. T h e test found she had a bi
for whites over blacks.
"It surprises me I have any preferences at all," she said. "By the work I do, by my education, my bac

"If Europeans had been carted to Africa as slaves,
ground. I'm progressive, and I think I have no bias. Being a minority myself, I don't feel I should or would have biases."
Although the activist had initially agreed to be identified, she
and a male colleague who volunteered to take the tests requested
anonymity after seeing their results. The man, who also is gay, did
not show a race bias. But a second test found that both activists
held biases against homosexuals-they more quickly associated
words such as "humiliate" and "painful" with gays and words such
as "beautihl" and "glorious" with heterosexuals.
If anything, both activists reasoned, they ought to have shown
a bias in favor of gay people. The man's social life, his professional
circle and his work revolve around gay culture. His home, he said,
is in Washington's "gayborhood."
" ,
I m surprised," the woman said. She bit her lip. "And disappointed."
MAHZARIN BANAJI WILL NEVER FORGET HER O W N RESULTS
T H E FIRST T I M E S H E T O O K A BIAS TEST, now widely known

as the Implicit Association Test. But whom could she blame? After
all, she'd finally found what she was looking for.
Growing up in India, Banaji had studied psychophysics, the psychological representation of physical objects: A 20-watt bulb may be
twice as bright as a 10-watt bulb, for example, but if the two bulbs
are next to each another, a person may guess the difference isonly 5
watts. Banaji enjoyed the precision of the field, but she realized that
she found people and their behavior toward one another much more
interesting. The problem was that there was no accurate way to
gauge people's attitudes. You had to trust
what they told you, and when it came to Haward's Mahzarin Banaji
things such as prejudice-say, against is one of three researchers
blacks or poor people-people usually who developed the Implicit
gave politically correct answers. It wasn't Association Test.

blacks would have the
same beliefs about whites
that whites now have
about blacks," says Banaji.

just that people lied to psychologists-when it came to certain se
tive topics, they often lied to themselves. Banaji began to wond
Was it possible to create something that could divine what peo
real4 felt-en
if they weren't aware of it themselves?
The results of one of Banaji's experiments as a young schola
Yale University encouraged her. She and her colleagues replica
a well-known experiment devised by psychologist Larry Jaco
Volunteers were first shown a list of unfamiliar names such
Sebastian Weisdorf. The volunteers later picked out that na
when asked to identify famous people from a list of famous a
unknown names. Because they had become familiar with
name, people mistakenly assumed Sebastian Weisdorf wa
famous man. The experiment showed how subtle cues can ca
errors without people's awareness.
Banaji and her colleagues came up with a twist. Instead of Seb
tian Weisdorf, they asked, what if the name was Sally Weisdorf
turned out that female names were less likely to elicit the false-fa
error; volunteers did not say Sally Weisdorf was a famous wom
Women, it appeared, had to be more than familiar to be conside
famous. Banaji had stumbled on an indirect measure of gender b
She began scouting for other techniques. In 1994, Antho
Greenwald, Banaji's PhD adviser and later her collaborator, came
with a breakthrough. Working out of the University of Washing
Greenwald drew up a list of 25 insect names such as wasp, cric
and cockroach, 25 flower names such as rose, d i p
daffodil, and a list of pleasant and unpleasant wo
Given a random list of these words and told to s
them into the four groups, it was very easy to put e
word in the right category. It was just as easy wh
insects were grouped with unpleasant words and flow
were grouped with pleasant words.
But when insects were grouped with pleas
words, and flowers with unpleasant words, the task
came unexpectedly difficult. It was harder to hol
mental association of insects with words such
"dream," "candy" and "heaven," and flowers w
words such as "evil," "poison" and "devil." It to
longer to complete the task.
Psychologists have long used time differences
measure the relative difficulty of tasks. The new
produced astonishing results. Greenwald took the n
step: Instead of insects and flowers, he used stereoty
cally white-sounding names such as Adam and C
and black-sounding names such as Alonzo and Ja
and gouped them with the pleasant and unpleas
words. He ran the test on himself.
"I don't know whether to tell you I was elated
depressed," he says. "It was as if African Ameri
names were insect names and European Ameri

How the Web Version
Of the Implicit
AssociationTestWorks

mously on the Harvard Web site and othe
sites hint at the potential impact of th
research. Analyses of tens of thousands o
tests found 88 percent of white people had
pro-white or anti-black implicit bias: nearl
By linking together words and
83 percent of heterosexuals showed implici
images, the race bias test meabiases for straight people over gays and les
sures what associations come
bians;
and more than two-thirds of non
most easily to mind. People who
Arab, non-Muslim volunteers displayed im
take the Web version are asked to
plicit biases against Arab Muslin~s.
classify a series of faces into two
categories, black American and
Overall, according to the researchers, larg
white American. They are then
majorities showed biases for Christians ove
asked to mentally associate the
Jews, the rich over the poor, and men's career
white and black faces with words
over women's careers. The results conrraste
such as "joy" and "failure." Unsharply with what most people said abou
der time pressure, many Amerithemselves-that they had no biases. The test
cans find it easier to group words
also revealed another unsettling truth: Minor
such as "failure" with black
ties internalized the same biases as majorit
faces, and words such as "joy"
groups. Some 48 percent of blacks showed
with white faces. The test "meapro-white or anti-black bias; 36 percent o
sures the thumbprint of the culArab Muslinls showed an anti-h4uslim bias
ture on our minds," says Harvard
and 38 percent of gays and lcsbims showed
psychologist Mahzarin Banaji.
bias for straight people over homosexuals.
"The Implicit Association Test measure
the thumbprint of the culture on ou
minds," says Banaji, one of three researcher
who developed the test and its most arden
proponent. "If Europeans had been carte
to Africa as slaves, blacks would have th
failure
joy
same beliefs about whites that whites now
have about blacks."
As the tests have been refined, replicate
and reinterpreted over the past decade, the
have challenged rnany popular notions-beginning with the increasingly common asse
tion that discrimination is a thing of the past
IN T I M E , O T H E R EXPERIMENTS WOLT1.D
joy
failure
The research has also upset notions o
SUPPORT T H E IDEA T H A T THESE TESTS
WERE MORE T H A N J U S T AN INTEKES'IL
how prejudice can best be addressed
s To take the Implicit Association
Through much of the ~ o t hcentury activis
IN(; EXEKCISF.: The tests were better preTest, go to
dictors of many behaviors than people's exbelieved thar biases werr merely errors o
https: //implicit. harvard.edu.
conscious rhought thar co~lldbe correcte
plicit opinions were. They predicted
rn To better understand how the
through education. This hopeful idea is be
preferences on matters of public policytest
works and your results, go to 2
hind the popularity of diversity training
even ideological affiliations. Banaji and
htt ps://implicit. haward. edu/
But Banaji suggests such training relies o
others soon developed tests for bias a,wrist
implicit/demo/faqs. htrnl
the wrong idea of how people form biases.
gays, women and foreigners. The bias tests,
There is likely a biological reason .peopl
which have now been raken by more than 2
.
million people, 90 percenr of them American, and used in hundreds
so quickly make assumptions-good or bad-about others, Ba
of research studies, have arguably revolutionized the study of prejunaji says. The implicir system is likely a part of the "primitive
dice. In their simplicity, the tests have raised provocative questions
brain, designed to be reactive rather than reasoned. It specializes i
about this narion's ideal of a meritocracy and the mature of America's
quick generalizations, not subtle distinctions. Such mental short
red starelblue state political divide. Civil rights activisrs say the tests
cuts probably helped our ancestors survive. It was more importan
have the potential to address some of the most corrosive problenls
when they encountered a snake in the jungle to leap back swiftl
of American society; critics, meanwhile, have simultaneously chalthan to deduce whether the snake belonged ro a poisonou
lenged the results and warned they could usher in an Orwellian
species. The same mental shortcuts in the urban jungles of the zrs
world of thought crimes. Banaii has received death threats from sucentury art. whar cause people to form unwelcome stereotype
premacist groups; sensing that the tests can detect secrets, officials
about other people, Banaji says. People revert to the shortcuts sim
from thc Central Intelligence Agency have made discreet inquiries.
ply because chey require less effort. But powerful as such assump
'I'he results of the millions of tests thar have been taken anonytions are, they are far from permanent, she says. The latest re
names were flower names. I had as much
trouble pairing African American names
with pleasant words as I did insect names
with pleasant words."
Greenwald sent Banaji the computer
test. She quickly discovered that her results were similar to his. Incredulous, she
reversed the order of the names in the test.
She switched the left and right keys. The
answer wouldn't budge.
"I was deeply embarrassed," she recalls.
"I was humbled in a way that few experiences in my life have humbled me."
The Implicit Association Test is designed to examine which words and concepcs are strongly paired in people's
minds. For example, "lightning" is associated with " t h ~ ~ n d e r rather
,"
than with
"horses," just as "salt" is associated with
"pepper," "day" with "night." The reason
Banaji and Greenwald still find it difficult
to associate black faces with pleasant
words, they believe, is the same reason it is
harder to associate lightning with horses
than with thunder. Connecting concepts
that the mind perceives as incompatible
simply takes extra time. The time difference can be quantified and, the creators of
the test argue, is an objective measure of
people's implicit attitudes.
For years, Banaji had told students that
ugly prejudices were not just in other people but inside themselves. As Banaji stared
at her results, the cliche felt viscerally true.

'

Although people may wish to act in egalitarian
search, in fact, suggests these attitudes are highly malleable.
Ways, implict biases
Such reassurance has not assuaged test takers, who are frequently shocked by their results. The tests are stupid, and the results are wrong, some say. People have argued that the tests are
measures of only hand-eye coordination or manual dexterity. Some
have complained about which groups are assigned to the left- and
right-hand keys, and about how the computer switches those categories. None of these factors has any real impact on the results, but
Banaji believes the complaints are a sign of embarrassment. Americans find evidence of implicit bias particularly galling, Banaji theorizes, because more than any other nation, America is obsessed
with the ideal of fairness. Most of the people approached for this
article declined to participate. Several prominent politicians, Republican and Democrat, declined to take the tests for this article.
The aide to one senator bristled, "You think he is a racist!"
But the tests do not measure actions. 'The race test, for example,
does not measure racism as much as a race bias. Banaji is the first to

are a powerful predictor of
how they actually behave.

say people ought to be judged by how they behave, not how the
think. She tells incredulous volunteers who show biases that it doe
not mean they will always act in biased ways-people can con
sciously override their biases. But she also acknowledges a sad findin
of the research: Although people may wish to act in egalitarian ways
implicit biases are a powerful predictor of how they actually behave.

PEOPLE WHO FIND THt.lK WAY TO THE HAKVARD WEB SIT
THAT HOSTS THE IMl'LI(;IT ASSOCIATION TEST are asked a few

The
Of the Implicit AssociationTest
This test was designed by University of Washington psychologist Anthony Greenwald. I t is
intended to measure how easily people associate home- and career-related words with either
men or women. If you can, time yourself as you do Part 1 and compare the result with how
long i t takes to do Part 2. Many people find grouping men with home words takes longer than
grouping women with home words-evidence of a possible gender bias. Do you think your
results occurred because you took the tests in a particular order? You can repeat the tests
again, this time pairing men with career words in Part 1 and women with career words in
Part 2. Whichever part took longer the first time should be shorter this time, and vice versa.
Results from the Web version are considered more reliable than those from the paper version.

Part
The words In thls flrst list are In four categories. MALE NAMES and FEMALE NAMES are In
CAPITAL letters. Home-related and career-related words are ~nlowercase. Go through the list
from left to r~ght,line by Ilne, puttlng a llne through only each MALE NAME and each homerelated word. Do t h ~ sas fast as you can.
executive LISA housework SARAH entrepreneur DEREK silverware MATT cleaning TAMMY
career BlLL corporation VICKY office STEVE administrator PAUL home AMY
employment PEGGY dishwasher MARK babies BOB marriage MlKE professional MARY
merchant JEFF garden KEVIN family HOLLY salary SCOTT shopping DIANA
business DONNA manager EMILY laundry JOHN promotion KATE commerce JlLL
kitchen GREG children JASON briefcase JOAN living room ANN house ADAM

Part 2
The follow~nglist 1s the same as the one above. T h ~ st ~ m e go
, through the list puttrng a line
through only each FEMALE NAME and each home-related word. Agaln do this as fast as you can.
executive LISA housework SARAH entrepreneur DEREK silverware MATT cleaning TAMMY
career BlLL corporation VICKY office STEVE administrator PAUL home AMY
employment PEGGY dishwasher MARK babies BOB marriage MlKE professional MARY
merchant JEFF garden KEVIN family HOLLY salary SCOTT shopping DIANA
business DONNA manager EMILY laundry JOHN promotion KATE commerce JlLL
kitchen GREG children JASON briefcase JOAN living room ANN house ADAM

auestions about themselves. Th
tests are anonymous, but volun
teers are asked about their sex
race and whether thev conside
themselves liberal or conservativ
The voluntary questionnaire
have allowed Banaji and her co
leagues to arrive at one of th
most provocative conclusions o
the research: Conservatives, o
average, show higher levels of bia
against gays, blacks and Arab
than liberals, says Brian Nosek,
psychologist at the University o
Virginia and a principal LAT re
searcher with Greenwald and Ba
naji. In turn, bias against black
and Arabs predicts policy prefe
ences on affirmative action an
racial profiling. This suggests tha
implicit attitudes affect mor
than snap judgments-they pla
a role in positions arrived at afte
carell consideration.
Brian Jones, a Republican Na
tional Committee spokesman
says the findings are interesting i
an academic context but ques
tions whether they have muc
relevance in the real world. "It
interesting to ponder how peopl
implicitly make decisions, but u
timately we live in a world wher
explicit thoughts and actions ar
the bottom line," he says. Volun
teers drawn to the tests were not
random sample of Americans
Jones adds, cautioning agains
reading too much into th
conclusions.
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"When we go out with friends," writes Lewis Biben of Bethesda, "the discussion commonly revolves not about where the food is good, but where can we go and have a civilized conversation without yelling to be heard." The reader asks, "How about listing
some of the better restaurants that don't insult your ears or your intelligence by encouraging noise?" I share Mr. Biben's complaint, which is why, whenever I want to
hear what my friends have to say, I gravitate toward such places as the Bombay Club,
Corduroy, Makoto, Melrose, the Oval Room, Le Paradou, Palena, Sea Catch and 1789,
all in Washington; Ristorante Terrazza and Tavira, both in Chevy Chase; Le Tire Bouchon in Fairfax; Bombay Tandoor in Vienna; and La Flor de la Canela in Gaithersburg.
Got a dining question? Send your thoughts, wishes and, yes, even gripes to asktom@washpost.com or to Ask Tom,
The Washington Post Magazine, 1150 15th St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20071. Please include daytime telephone number.

Reconsider. The crusts are pallid and indifferent; too bad, because the toppings are
interesting.
Among entrees, seafood provides the
most tempting lure, which should come as
no surprise, given chef Allison Krzyminski's
three-year stint at Black's Bar and I t c h e n .
(She has also worked, as a cook and a pastry
chef, at Addie's.) Cod is everywhere this
season, a n d Krzyminski does t h e fish
proud, paving it with airy herbed bread
crumbs and cooking it so that the cod practically nlelts on the tongue. Wamm spinach
gives the dish some color, and a light sauce
of lemon and capers provides a nice kick. A
jazzier choice is finely seared salmon served
with fluffy, saffron-perfumed couscous,
plus a yogurt sauce and a tomato-cucunlber
salad made crunchy wirh bits of roasted
whole-wheat pita (baked in-house, by the
way). Barbecued shrimp, sweet and tender,
yields another winner, its Southern accent
echoed in tasty grits.
Sandwiches show up at brunch and dinner as well as lunch, and they're good company, particularly the one fattened with
golden fried chicken. It's a disappointment,
then, to order the "hardwood grilled herb
mustard marinated chicken breast" entree
at a subsequent dinner and get a small
lump of what might as well be sawdust in
the center of your plate. Thank goodness
for the mustard greens and crisp layered
potato cake that completed the meal.
Vegetarians will not be happy to see
their choices limited to a single entree, and
then to see that it is a heapin' helpin'
of everything the kitchen made that day
that doesn't include meat. I relish those
onion rings. And I admire those lump-free
mashed potatoes a n d t h e fresh wilted
spinach as well. Pile a dozen starches and
greens o n a plate, however, and it looks
like a crowded buffet. This kitchen can
do better.

T h e bistro's wine list is small, yet it
looks far and wide-to
Italy, Spain and
Australia-for
inspiration. Among the
reds, I'm partial to the 2002 Greg Norman
Estates shiraz ($36), redolent of plums and
blackberries, and the zoo3 malbec ($IS),
wirh its pronounced vanilla aromas, from
Luis Felipe Edwards in Chile. Half of the
23 labels are offered by the glass. Sweet.
T h e best place to find yourself at Black
Market Bistro is in the soft green, highceilinged main room, which comes with a
small cooler stocked with bottled drinks,
just like a general store, and has a shiny
black counter offering a peek into the
kitchen. T h e two snug side rooms are
pleasant enough, decorated with vintage
rolling pins, cupboards and curtains, but
dining in them is a bit like being relegated
to the kids' table at a big holiday dinner.
It's not where the action is.
There may be people waiting in the hallway or lingering at the bar, anxious to have
your table; ignore their glaring eyes and
stick around for dessert. The chocolate cake
is an ode to simple good taste. Moist, finecrumbed and not too sweet, each frosted
wedge is served with a spoonful of genuine
whipped cream. The cake's equal one night
was a special of chocolate bread pudding,
soft, warm and whispering of fresh mint.
Creme brulee changes flavor from day to
day, and while the cusrard is luscious, its
texture is so thin you're ternpted to ask for a
straw rather than eat it with a spoon.
Black Market Bistro is not perfect, but,
often enough, it delivers just what you
want, when you want it. Add some cheerful servers and a home-sweet-home backd r o p , a n d you get a recipe for happy
campers.
El
To chat with Tom Sietsema online, click on Live
Online at www.washingtonpost.com, Wednesdays
at 11 a.m.

chusetts Institute of Technology and the
versity of Chicago recently sent out 5
risumis to 1,250 employers who had h
wanted ads in Chicago and Boston.
rCsum6s were culled from Internet Web
and mailed out with one crucial change: S
applicants were given stereotypically w
sounding names such as Greg; others
given black-sounding names such as 7jrron
Interviews beforehand wirh human
sources managers ar many companie
Boston and chicago had leh the econom
to believe that black applicants would
more likely to get interview calls: F,mplo
said they were hungry for qualified min
ties and were aggressively seeking dive
Every employer got four r6sumP.s: an ave
white applicant, an average black appli
a highly skilled white applicant and a hi
skilled black applicant.
The economists measured only one
come: Which rtsum6s triggered callback
To the economists' surprise, the r6s
with white-sounding names triggered
percent more callbacks than resumes
black-sounding names. Furthermore, th
searchers found that the high-quality b
resum6s drew no more calls than the ave
black resumes. Highly skilled candid
with white names got more calls t
average white candidates, but lower-sk
candidates with white names got m
more callbacks than even highly sk
black applicants.
"Fifty percent? That's huge," says Sen
Mullainathan, an economist who led
study and who recently moved to Har
to work with Banaji. Human resources m
agers were stunned by the results, he
Explicit bias, says Mullainathan, can o
not only without the intent to discrimin
but despite explicit desires to recruit min
ties. Implicit attitudes need only swav a
decisions to have large impact, he says
example, if inlplicit bias caused a recruit
set one rtsumt aside, it could be just on
IOO decisions the recruiter made that
Collectively, however, such decisions
have dramatically large consequences.
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\vas 1977, and there were no women's b
rooms in her building. Joni was not par
larly surprised. She had battled obstacle
her life. When she first declared-at age

at a fxnily pthering. But opposition only
made hel- more determined. After a successful stint at MIT, Joni worked for Microsoft
and then launched a successful business
consulting firm called the Cambridge International Group Ltd. Her recent book, The
Third Opinion, stresses the importance of
seeking diverse points of view.
Joni was recentlv introduced to Banaji
and expressed interest in taking the Implicit
Association 'fist. Like most \dunteers, she
did not think she had biases and believed
strongly in "meeting people as they are,
without looking at the color of their skin."
Given Joni's background, Bamji thought it
would be interesting for her to take a bias test
that examined whether Joni associated men or
women with careers in science. Most people
find it ensicr to associate men with the scienccs-but Joni was clearly not most people.
The test came up on the screen. Joni's
fingers, trained for many years on the piano,
flew as she classified a number of words such
as "husband," "father," "mother" and "wife"
between "male" and "female" groups. She
then grouped words s ~ ~ cash"chemistry,"
"history." "astronomy" and "m~~sic"
under

ence" and "female" with "liberal arts."
When the groupings were reversed, Joni
had to group "male" words with "liberal
arts," and "female" words with various disciplines in science. She made a mistake in
classifying "uncle." She hesitated over "astronomy" and made a second mistake in
classifiing "physics."
The results popped up: "Your dara show
a strong association between science and
Male relative to Female."
Joni's fingers tapped the table in frusrration. "I fought for women to be scientists dl
my life," she said, incredulous. Banaji nodded sympathetically. Her own results on this
test were similar.
While Banllji says such results show the
pervasive power that cultural biases have
even on those who are themselves the victims
of such biases, critics of the Implicit Association Test have asked whether it might be
merely measuring people's awarensss of bias.
In other words, might Joni and Banaji associate men with careers in science precisely because, as women who chose to be scientists,
they were intimately familiar with the obstacles? Alternatively, could the tests be picking

Banaji says that researchers have show
the implicit tests are measuring more tha
mere awareness of bias, through studies tha
cancel out the effects of familiarity.
"Is the lAT picking up something abou
the culture?" Banaji asks. "Yes, but it is pick
ing up rhat aspect of the culture rhat ha
gotten into your brain and mind."
On the race test, for example, a sophist
cated brain-imaging study showed that im
plicit bias tests can predict fear response
among volunteers. Banaji and New York Un
versity neural scientist Elizabeth Phelps ha
white volunteers take the implicit race bia
rest and then undergo sophisticated brai
scans called fMRIs, which meaure insrant
neous changes in brain activity. Those wit
the most bias on the implicit tests showed th
most activity in the brain area called th
amygdala, when photos of black faces. ob
tained from college yearbooks, were flashe
before their eyes. The amygdala is part of th
primitive brain involved with fear responses.
But the critics persist. Philip Tetlock,
professor of organizational behavior in th
business school at the University of Califo
nia at Berkeley, and Ohio State Universi
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Jesse Jackson might score poorly on the
test. They cite the civil rights leader's statement a decade ago that there was nothing
more painful at that stage of his life "than
to walk down the street and hear footsteps
and start thinking about robbery. Then
look around and see somebody white and
feel relieved."
If a prominent black civil rights leader
could hold such a bias, Tetlock and Arkes
ask, what do bias scores really mean? Whatever the IAT is measuring, Tetlock and
Arkes argue, it is not what people would
call discrimination-no one would dream
of accusing Jesse Jackson of harboring feelings of hostility toward African Americans.
Banaji says Tetlock and Arkes are relying on an outmoded notion of discrimination. The IAT research shows that hostility
is not needed for discrimination to occur.
Women and minorities can just as easily
harbor biases, absorbed from the larger
culture, that can lead them to discriminate
against people like themselves.
Tetlock says he thinks the IAT research
project is drawing conclusions much more
sweeping than are justified.
"One of the key points in contention is
not a psychological point, it is a political
point," says Tetlock. "It is where we are
going to set our threshold of proof for saying something represents prejudice. My
view is the implicit prejudice program sets
the threshold at a historical low."
By the standards of slavery and segregation, the critics argue, delays in mental associations are trivial. "We've come a long way
from Selma, Alabama, if we have to calibrate
prejudice in milliseconds," says Tetlock.
But the biases that the tests uncover
are not trivial, Banaji counters. Their
consequences, while subtler, could be
devastating. In setrings such as the criminal justice system, she argues, lives may
hang in the balance.
In their most controversial argument,
Tetlock and Arkes asked whether some
implicit biases might simply be politically incorrect truths. By comparing national statistics of violent crime against
census figures of different ethnic groups,
the researchers argued it was more likely
for a violent crime to be perpetrated by
an African American man than a white
man. Would it nor therefore be rational,
they asked, for people to hold biases
against blacks?
Even here, however, rationality did not
appear to be the prime mover, Banaji argues.

at exactly the same rate, Banaji says, people
would assign greater weight to the black
crimes. This phenomenon is known as an illusory correlation: Aberrational behavior by a
member of a minority group is not only
given greater prominence in the mind but is
also more easily associated with the entire
group, rather than just the individual.
"When in-groups do bad things, we think it
is individual behavior or circumstance," says
Jerry Kang, a UCLA law professor who is interested in policy applications of the research.
"I screw up because it is a bad day; others
screw up because they are incompetent."
T H E APPARENT ABILITY OF T H E IMI'I.1CI'S ASSOCIA'I'ION 'I'I:ST '1.0 DETECT
HILILIEN ATTITUDES AND I'REDICT UEHAVIOR has raised questions about its po-

tential uses. Might it predict, for example,
which police officers are likely to mistakenly
shoot an unarmed black man? Should such
tesrs be used to cull juries of people with
high bias scores? Might employers use such
tests to weed out potential racists? Might
employees trying to prove discrimination
demand that their bosses take bias tesrs?
The problem, Banaji says, is that all
those uses assume that someone who
shows bias on the test will always act in a
biased manner. Because this isn't true, Banaji and her colleagues argue against the
use of the IAT as a selection tool or a
means to prove discrimination. Banaji says
she and her colleagues will testify in court
against any attempt to use the test to identify biased individuals.
Another reason to limit the IAT's use:
Research has shown that individuals who are
highly motivated can successfully fool the
tests by temporarily holding counter-stereotypes in their minds. (Other attempts to fool
the tests-such as consciously attempting to
respond faster or slower-tend to change results only slightly, if at all, Banaji says.) Banaji hesitates to perform real-world studies
that examine, for instance, whether police
officers with the most bias are the most
likely to shoot an unarmed suspect in an
ambiguous situation, because the results of
such studies could be subpoenaed and used
in lawsuits against police departments. The
researchers say they want to keep the focus
of the tests on public education and research. They are wary of having the tests
used in lawsuits, because if people feared
their results might one day be used against
them, they would be hesitant to use the tests
for personal education.

chology has a long history of tests-starting with the "lie-detector" polygraph-that
have been hyped and misused. Personali
tests that lack the rigor of the Implicit A
sociation Test have been widely used b
companies in employee training and eve
hiring. Atop Banaji's desk at work is a bus
of a human skull marked with differen
brain areas once thought to be responsibl
for different emotions: a representation o
the discredited science of phrenology. Th
bust is a daily warning about the man
failed ways science has promised to unloc
people's minds and personalities.
But even as Banaji hears from critics wh
say the Implicit Association Test, which
not patented, will get misused, some propo
nents tell her it would be unethical not t
use the test to screen officials who make life
and-death decisions about others. One te
in a British jail showed that, compared wit
other criminals, pedophiles had implic
associations linking children and sexua
attraction. Should such tests be used t
determine which pedophiles have been reha
bilitated and should be eligible for parole o
more controversially, as a law enforcemen
tool to evaluate which individuals are at ris
of harming children?
"People ask me, 'How do you sleep a
night knowing this can be misused?"' Bana
says. "Others ask me, 'How do you sleep
night knowing this won't be used fully?"'

I N S E I " I ' E M B E K , 5 0 '1'01' L E H M A
B R O T H E R S EXECUTIVES G A T H E R E
I N A CONkEI<F,NCI: R O O M O N 'TH
F I F T H F L O O R OF T H E PALACE H O
TEL on Madison Avenue, across from New

York's St. Patrick's Cathedral. They were
self-assured, competitive bunch, the type o
crowd that usually views academics wit
skepticism. The executives had assemble
for one of the leadership training program
that the firm mandates, and the mood i
the room was very much "uh-huh, uh
huh," and "here we go again," says Barba
Byrne, a senior executive at the compan
who was present.
Banaji told the executives she was goin
to test their skills of observation. She playe
a video of a basketball game. Shot in black
and-white, the video showed a swift series o
basketball passes between players wit
rapidly changing positions. Banaji asked th
executives to count the number of passe
The group loved competitive exercises. A
soon as the short clip was over, answers cam
flying fronl all sides: Five! Seven! Eleven!

anything unusunl? N o one had noticed anyThere is growing evidence that implicit world through its biased lenses withour rh
thing out of place. Banaji played the video attitudes can be changed through expo- conscious part of the brain being aware of i
again, this rime insrructing her audience not sure t o counter-stereotypes. W h e n [he Tests have shown, for example, that whe
to pay any attention to the basketball passes. race rest is administered by a black man, people are given :i sense of power, the
Halfway through the video clip, a woman test takers' implicit bias coward blacks is show greater biases than they did before
with a n o p e n umbrella slowly walked reduced, says Irene Blair, a University of As a result, workplaces that are explicirl
through the frame from one end to the Colorado psychologist who recently con- more egalirarian mighr be implicitly les
other. Stunned at what they had missed, the ducted a review of studies rhat looked at biased, she says. Since Mullainathan foun
how attirudes could be changed. Volun- startling differences in his risumt study, h
executives collapsed in helpless laughter.
"I sat there and said, God, it wasn't teers who mentally visualized a strong says, he has come to believe rhat persona
subtle," says Byrne. "It was a woman wirh woman for a few seconds-some rhought identifiers should be removed from r6ume
an open umbrella. It was right in front of of athletes, some thought of professionals, to rrlalie evaluations more fair. Another are
your eyes. But you were so focused o n some thought of the srrengrh it takes to be highly prone to implicit biases is job inter
counting the basketballs, rhat part of your a homemaker-had
lower bias scores on views, says Max Bazcrman of Harvar
brain was nor funcrioning."
gender tests. Having people think of black Business School. "What you need to do i
Banaji's point was [hat human beings exemplars such as Bill Cosby or Michael look at objective measures separate from
filter what they sce through the lenses of Jordan lowered race bias scores. O n e ex- the intervicw."
their own eupcctxions. People believe they periment found rhat stereotypes about
Banaji and Kmg believe the IAT can b
are m i n g rationally, bur numerous psycho- women became weaker after test takers used as one measure to determine when af
logical tests prove that subrle cues influence watched a Chinese woman use chopsricks firmative action policies ought to be ended
and became stronger after they watched Rather than pick an arbitrary amount o
people all the time without their knowledge.
time-Supreme Court Jusrice Sandra Da
"You thought to yourself, Maybe [hid- the woman put on makeup. Interventions
den biases] c o d d influence me in.
other ways," Byrne says.
N o one knows exactly why
people dcvelop implicit biases.
M u c h as we like t o believe that our perceptions and memories are always accurate,
Living in a diversc neighborhood
a number of experiments show people routinely make errors in how they see and
does nor in itself seem to reduce
remember things, without their being aware of it. Read the list of words i n this box.
bias. hut having close friendships
with people from other ethnic
Then go to page 42.
groups does appear to lower bias,
the 1A'l' researchers havc found.
Saj-nicole Joni, who is white. for
example, did not have tcst results
showing a race bias and said she
has long been close friends wirh
an African American woman.
Morgan Walls, an African American woman who works a t the
Peace Corps in the District, used
to work in Thailand and has retained her connections with Asia.
Her test suggested no bias toward
European Americans or Asian Americans. as brief as a few seconds had etfects rhat O'Connor recently suggesrcd 25 years-the
Jeff Chenowerh, the director of national lasted at least as long as 24 hours. Bur the researchers asked whether such policie
operations at the Carholic Legal Immigra- volunreers were nor aware of their atti- should expire when implicit tests show tha
pco~>leare really evaluating others withou
tion Network in Washington, appeared to tudes having been changed.
Having counter-srereorypical experi- bias. Ranaji and Kang are less interested i
have n o bias against Arab Muslims compared with people from other parts of the ences, in orher words, might be much like ubing affirmative action to redress historic
world. As he took rhe tests, Chenowerh, a going on a new diet wirh healthier food. wrongs-they argue it is essential to figh
white man and a devout evangelical, said Just as healthy eating can have a subtle discrimination still taking place today.
he was planning to have two Irnqi Shiite impact o n h o w people look a n d feel,
Lani Guinier, President Bill Clinton'
Muslims over to his home for Christmas counter-stereotypical experiences sus- unsuccessful nominee for assistant attorne
dinner. "I've lived as a minority in an Arab tained throughout one's life seem to subtly general for civil rights and now a professo
country and have ro close friends who are change how one thinks. But, Banaji says, at Harvard, is a fan of Banaji's work. Bu
Arab," he said.
such experiences may not eliminate bias she says she worries the IAT will usher i
Banaji herself shows no implicit biases alrogether.
superficial changes. The decor on the wal
against gays or Jews-a result, she believes, of
Banaji believes rhat conscious cfforrs might be important, she says, but it isn
an upbringing where explicit biases against ,ire needed to fight what she calls ordinary the real problem. "I worry people wi

(Part 1)

small
feelers
ugly
slimy
creepy

tiny
crawl
spider
fly
fright

bite
poison
ants
bug
web

"That will channel our efforts toward reform in potentially modest ways that don't
fundamentally change the cultural swamp in
which we are living."
Banaji disagrees. Decades of research in
social psychology, she says, have demonstrated that small cues can have powerful
impact on the way people think and behave. Finding evidence of implicit bias, she
says, is like driving a car and discovering
that, although the steering wheel is being
held straight, the vehicle is drifting to one
side. Banaji's solution: However strange it
may feel, the driver should consciously hold
the steering wheel against the known bias.
"The implicit system is dumb," Bandji

lect a psychologist for an award, Banaji says.
she and two other panelists drew up a list of
potential winners. But then they realized that
their implicit biases might have eliminated
many worthy candidates. So they came up
with a new approach. They alphabetically
went down a list of all the psychologists who
were in the pool and evaluated each in turn.
"Mind bugs operate without us being
conscious of them," Banaji says. "They are
not special things that happen in our heart
because we are evil."
But assumptions lead to attitudes, and
attitudes lead to choices with moral and
political consequences. So, whether she is in
a classroom or a grocery store, Banaji says,

The Deese-Roediger-McDermott Test
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Go through the words in this list, without referring back to the box on page 41.
Check all of the words that you recall as being in the previous list. The explanation of the test is upside down below.

bite
feelers
bed
fly
pillow

poison
sleep
bug
dream
insect

ants
web
slimy
night
blanket

I

says. "It reacts to what it sees. That is its
drawback. But if we change the environment, we can change our attitudes."
ALMOST FROM THE MOMENT BANAJI
l.001.; THAT FIRST RACE TEST, she says,

she has applied her research to her own life.
Her office at Harvard is testimony. At eye
level on a bookshelf are postcards of famous
women and African Americans: George
Washington Carver, Emma Goldman, Miles
Davis, Marie Curie, Frederick Douglas and
Langston Hughes. During one interview, she
wore a brooch on her jacket depicting Africa.
What might seem like political correctness to
some is an evidence-based intervention to
combat her own biases, Banaji says.
People's minds do not function with the

she forces herself to engage with people she
might otherwise have avoided.
Just before Halloween, Banaji says, she
was in a Crate & Barrel store when she
spied a young woman in a Goth outfit.
The woman had spiky hair that stuck out
in all directions. Her body was pierced
with studs. Her skull was tattooed. Banaji's
instant reaction was distaste. Rut then she
remembered her resolution. She turned to
make eye contact with the woman and
opened a conversation.
El
Shankar Vedantam covers science and human
behavior for The Post's National desk. He will be
fielding questions and comments about this
article Monday at 1 p.m. at

washingtonpost.com/liveonline.

The sport has actually been around s
about the 15th century, when it was pla
as a tabletop game in England. In the
century, shuffleboard was adapted in
deck-top game played on leisure ships
I ~ I ?shuffleboard
,
came ashore when
first in-ground court was built at a reso
Daytona Beach. From there, shuffleb
quickly gained popularity with the re
ment communities rhdt were popping u
Florida in the 1320s. By 1924, the St. Pe
burg club (originally known a\ the Mi
Lake Shuffleboard Club) w ~ tounded.
s
"St. Petersburg is the focu:, poin
shuffleboard in the world," Eldridge
- sav
.
this is true-and it seems to be-then
shuffleboard world is terminally ill. T
are only about a dozen p1'1~ersout for
afternoon's game. There are only IIO m
bers of the St. Petersburg Shufflebo
Club. l'hat many members won't even
the old grandstand, which scill rises ab
the main playing area. Weeds push up
tween the rows of bright green courts, w
the roofs and walls, with their rust and p
ing paint, have seen better days. Only
club's large endowment keeps the mem
ship at a ridiculously low $20 a year.
city of St. Petersburg has had ro step in
a sizable financial commitment in orde
spruce the place up.
"A number of our members are in .
eighties," Eldridge says. "If we have a ba
go around, we could lose a handful of m
bers in one season."
During its heyday, the club boa
5,000 members and was a center of s
activity in St. Petersburg. Its clubhous
now a national historic site that was use
a setting for the 1985 film "Cocoon"-on
had a full calendar of dances and parties.
"But St. Petersburg has spent the pas
years projecting an image that says, 'W
not just about shuftlcboard anymore!"
dridge says. ' T h e older people moved
and the people char moved in were no
the general demographic hr shuffleboar
T h e city is now home to the Ho
Shopping Network and the Salvador
Museum. The downtown is shiny and r
veloped and includes a baseball stadium
the Devil Rays, an open-air shopping
and restaurant complex called BayWalk,
an enormous waterfront structure called
Pier, which houses the city aquarium
the sort of gift shops and cafes you'd fin
any downtown redevelopment sche

